Abstract. We investigate three classes of Ding-Helleseth-generalized cyclotomic sequences of length pq. We derive the linear complexity and the minimal polynomial of above-mentioned sequences over the finite fields of orders p and q, where p and q are two odd distinct primes, and obtain series of sequences with high linear complexity.
Introduction
Pseudo-random sequences are widely used in many fields, in particular in stream ciphers [3] . The linear complexity is defined to be the length of the shortest linear feedback shift register that can generate the sequence [9] . The concept of the linear complexity of sequence is very useful in the study of the security of stream ciphers.
Cyclotomic sequences have good pseudo-random properties and have been widely used as keystreams in private-key cryptosystems. In [7] , Ding and Helleseth introduced a generalized cyclotomy of order 2 with respect to odd modulo N, in particularly for N = pq, where p and q are two odd distinct primes. Further, this cyclotomy was generalized in series of papers. There are many works devoted to the study of the properties of Ding-Hellesethgeneralized cyclotomic sequences and their use in cryptography and coding. So, the linear complexity of DingHelleseth-generalized cyclotomic sequences of length pq over the finite field of order two have been calculated in [4, 5, 10, 14, 15] (see also references here). Further, Ding [6] investigated the linear complexity of the series of these sequences over the finite field GF(l m ) where gcd(l, pq) = 1, and constructed several classes of cyclic codes with optimal or almost optimal property. Wang et al. [11] derive the linear complexity of Ding-Helleseth sequences of order 2 over GF(l) where gcd(l, pq) = 1. Also, there are a long lot of articles devoted to the investigation the linear complexity of of Ding-Helleseth sequences of another orders over the different finite fields when a field's order and a sequence's period are relatively prime. At the same time, the linear complexity of cyclotomic sequences with period p over GF(p) was investigated in [1, 2] .
The purpose of this paper is to study the linear complexity of Ding-Helleseth sequences length pq over the finite fields of orders p and q. We find the linear complexity e-mail: Vladimir.Edemsky@novsu.ru This work was supported by the Ministry of Education and Science of the Russian Federation as a part of state-sponsored project no 1.949.2014/K. and the minimal polynomial of these generalized cyclotomic sequences.
Preliminaries
First, we briefly repeat the basic definitions and the general information. Let p and q be two odd distinct primes with
We denote by Z N the residue class ring modulo N and by Z * N the unit group of Z N . The Chinese Remainder Theorem guarantees that there exists a common primitive root, g, of both p and q, and the order of g modulo N is e [8] . There also exists an integer x satisfying x ≡ g(mod p), and x ≡ 1(mod q). By [13] we have
where the multiplication is that of Z * N . Ding-Helleseth generalized cyclotomic classes of order d with respect to p and q are defined as
where ∅ denotes the empty set. By definition, put P = {p, 2p, . . . , (q − 1)p}, Q = {q, 2q, . . . , (p − 1)q}, and R = {0}. 
where [3] . It is worth pointing out that the minimal polynomials of m n (x) defined here may be the reciprocals of the minimal polynomials defined in other references. From (1) we can establish that
and
Let α be a primitive q-th root of unity and β be a primitive p-th root of unity in the extensions of the fields GF(p) and GF(q), respectively. Then, according to (2), (3), in order to find the minimal polynomial and the linear complexity of
Here and hereafter x mod n denotes the least nonnegative integer that is congruent to x modulo n. Then H i } of lengths q and p defined as
The linear complexity and the minimal polynomial of Legendre sequence over the finite field of any order were studied in [12] .
Let us introduce subsidiary polynomials
Similarly, over GF(p) we see that
The following statement was discussed in [12] .
If there exist j : j 0 and S (q) (α j ) = 0 then without loss of generality, we can choose α such that S (q) (α) = 0. Thus, by (4) and lemma 1 we have
Subsidiary lemmas
The following lemmas are needed for the sequel. According to the Chinese Remainder Theorem
Define S 0 (x) = i∈C 0 x i . Then, by (7) we have
By Lemma 2 we obtain that
, where T (1) 0.
Proof. At the beginning, we prove the first statement. It is clear that
The statement (i) of this lemma follows from the last congruence.
Further
. To conclude the proof, it remains to note that by [1] we have S (q) (
Lemma 4 Let S
(n) 0 (x) be a formal derivative of order n of the polynomial S 0 (x) over GF(p) and 0 ≤ n < p. Then
The conclusion of this lemma then follows from (8).
The linear complexity of the first class of sequences
First, we consider Ding-Helleseth-generalized cyclotomic sequence t = {t i } defined by
The linear complexity of sequences over GF(p)
In this subsection we regard t as a sequence over the finite field GF(p).
by (8) we see that
Before we give the main result of this section, we establish the following lemma.
To conclude the proof, it remains to note that i∈H
Further, using Lemmas 5 and 2, we can write the following statement.
Theorem 7 Let {t i } be defined by (9) . Then we have: Proof. First of all, we note that S t (1) = (p − 1)(q − 1)/2 + q = (q + 1)/2. Thus, if q −1 (mod p) then S t (1) 0. Otherwise, if q ≡ −1 (mod p) then S t (1) = 0 and by Lemma 3 and (10) we obtain that
). So, we have that in this case 1 is a root of the polynomial S t (x) of multiplicity p − 1.
Suppose v = 1, . . . , q − 1; then by Lemma 3 and (10) we obtain S t (α v ) = (p − 1)S (q) (α v ). So, by (6) S t (α v ) = 0 if and only if v ∈ H (q) 0 and q ≡ 1 (mod p) and q ≡ 1 (mod 4) or q ≡ −1 (mod p) and q ≡ 3 (mod 4). If S t (α v ) = 0 then by Lemma 4 and Corollary 6 we obtain that α v is a root of S t (x) of multiplicity p. The conclusion of this theorem then follows from (2) .
Our examples p = 7, q = 29; p = 3, q = 13; p = 3, q = 17; p = 5, q = 3 show that all the cases of Theorem 7 are possible.
The linear complexity of sequences over GF(q)
Now, we consider the linear complexity of {t i } over GF(q). In this case we see that
Theorem 8 Let {t i } be defined by (9) . Then:
0. Suppose p ≡ 1(mod q); then S t (1) = 0 and by (11) and Lemma 3 we can establish that
0. The conclusion of this theorem then follows from (3).
The linear complexity of the second class of sequences
Now, we can also consider the sequence u defined by
Let
The linear complexity of sequences over GF(p)
With similar arguments as above we obtain the following results for u.
Theorem 9
Let {u i } be defined by (12) . Then: (13) we obtain that α v is a root of S u (x) of multiplicity p − 1. By (2) this completes the proof of Theorem 9.
Our examples p = 5, q = 41; p = 3, q = 11; p = 5, q = 11; p = 3, q = 17 show that all the cases of Theorem 9 are possible.
The linear complexity of sequences over GF(q)
Theorem 10 Let {u i } be defined by (12) . Then:
. Suppose p ≡ −1( mod q); then S u (1) = 0 and by (14) and Lemma 3 we can establish that
The linear complexity of the third class of sequences
In conclusion, we study the linear complexity of balanced sequence v. Let C The statement of this lemma follows immediately from our definitions.
The linear complexity of sequences over GF(p)
Lemma 12 Let S 0 (x) = i∈C 0 x i . Then
Proof. By Lemma 11 we obtain S 0 (x) = a∈H 
